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18 delegates responded

Most useful parts (# most/least useful):

- Outline of a Proposal for a Global Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) (10/0)

- Relationships with Regulators (9/1)

- Marketing the profession to our “publics” (6/2)
What could be done better (organisation/scheduling/control)?

Shorter presentations (4)

Small group discussions (3)

More time for discussion (2)

Time to move around in the room to discuss issues with others (2)

Pre-circulation of papers (2)

Panel discussions
Suggested topics in Dublin (1)

Standards

- CPD (7)
- Standards of practice - and the process to set standards (4)
- Comparison of associations’ own standards of practice
- Core Syllabus (details)

Small associations

- In general
- Networking: can we help each other ?
- How to encourage national members to attend the IAA meetings
- How to encourage discussions in Presidents’ Forum
- How to get funding for associations from non-traditional areas
Comparison of member associations (all sizes – except standards)

- Discipline – how do associations handle this?
- Relationships with Regulators (cont.)
- Benchmarking on income and expenditure
- Adaptation to new regulatory framework

“The position of the actuary”:

- Update on international activities possibly affecting the position of the actuary (IAIA/IFAC/IOPS/EU Solvency II)
- Marketing/branding the Actuary
- IAA external communication
- Public interest – what does it mean and how to apply?
- Late qualified: A problem that the actuaries get older and older before they are qualified
Wider Fields opportunities
- Infrastructure development, climate changes etc
- Is Actuaries Without Frontiers working?
- More on “pioneers” (?)

Institute of Actuaries of India – challenges for the profession

Role of the Actuary Risk Manager
ERM (cont.) (2)

Health Insurance – challenges for the profession and the regulators